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Input devices and system control techniques for complex virtual environment (VE) applications are still an open 
field of research. We propose the use of a scroll-wheel as an extra, dedicated input stream on a tracked stylus for 
means of system control. We demonstrate how this enhanced stylus can be used together with an appropriate user 
interface to quickly select commands, change tools, and adjust parameters. 
This user interface consists of two different styles: a toolbar and a graphical menu system, both accessible by the 
same hand that holds the stylus. The scroll-wheel extension does in no way impair the conventional use of the 
stylus. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND 
MOTIVATION 
Virtual environments (VEs) promise a great amount 
of potential as a working environment for applica-
tions with a high degree of interactive complexity. 
They provide a virtual workspace for the user in 
which his or her hands can be used to grab and ma-
nipulate virtual objects in complex workflows. In 
these workflows, however, we need to make exten-
sive use of overhead tasks like tool switching, adjust-
ing parameters or issuing commands to the system, 
aside from the main task. Thus, there is a great de-
mand of user interfaces that are capable of perform-
ing these so called system control tasks efficiently.  
In VEs the user interaction can be categorized into 
four classes of universal interaction tasks [Bow99a]. 
Navigation changes the viewpoint in the environ-
ment, and can further be divided into a cognitive part 
(wayfinding) and a motor part (travel). Selection re-
fers to the task of choosing one or more objects from 
a set which is closely related to the third task of ma-
nipulation. Manipulation can be described as chang-
ing the properties of objects, such as their location in 
the scene. The above mentioned task of system con-
trol subsumes all actions that apply commands to 
change the mode of interaction or the system state. 
While three-dimensional (3D) navigation and object 
selection and manipulation were the focus of research 
in past years, the equally important task of exploring 
novel system control techniques was left behind. Of-
ten application designers settled for using 2D desktop 
methods implemented in VE applications. In 2D 
desktop environments the WIMP paradigm (Win-
dows, Icons, Menus and Pointers) is usually adopted 
as the means of controlling applications. Unfortu-
nately, these interaction techniques cannot be effec-
tively transferred to the 3D world of VEs. 3D interac-
tion methods that employ 2D concepts struggle with 
the presence of additional degrees-of-freedom (DOF), 
originating from the extra dimension which hampers 
the otherwise easy task of selection in menus. When 
circumventing this problem by bringing 2D into 3D 
VEs [Lin99a] [Sza97a], i.e. letting the user hold a 
physical tracked tablet to execute 2D tasks on, we 
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sacrifice the use of one hand to the passive task of 
holding and gain no additional functionality directly 
controllable by one hand at the spot of direct manipu-
lation, which would be preferable in complex work-
flows. 
The most widely used input devices on 2D desktop 
setups are keyboards, computer mice and graphic 
tablets using a stylus. Their basic concept has re-
mained the same since their advent in the computer 
world, but even they are still subject to refinement. 
One important step of enhancing usability of desktop 
systems was the introduction of the scroll-wheel for 
computer mice. In document browsing and navigation 
they take on the otherwise distracting task of scrolling 
from the main task of reading and editing. The focus 
of attention does not have to be switched to moving 
the pointer to a scroll bar, dragging a slider, and then 
switch back the attention to the document to actually 
see where we are scrolling. As scroll-wheels have 
become a de facto standard for mice, it appears to be 
a logical step for us to equip a stylus, being one of the 
most frequently used input devices in VEs, with a 
scroll-wheel as well, and to take advantage of this 
additional input stream. It will provide application 
and user interface designers with supplementary input 
to permit new ways and methods of interaction, not 
limited to the interaction methods presented in this 
paper. 
We propose a new input device, called Wheelie, 
combined with an appropriate user interface. Wheelie 
is a multi-stream input device, a tracked stylus with 
an embedded scroll-wheel that speeds up the execu-
tion of many system control tasks found in complex 
VE applications. It is designed with the purpose to 
provide a quick way of consecutive selection of dif-
ferent editing tools for direct manipulation or creation 
of objects, and the possibility of issuing commands 
extended in a new type of menu system that takes 
advantage of the constrained input of the scroll-
wheel. Wheelie and its user interface are a general 
purpose approach that can be combined with several 
other input devices and interaction techniques. 
2. RELATED WORK 
In spite of the fact that system control tasks account 
for a large number of interactions, usability of appli-
cation control in complex VE applications is still 
mediocre. Research on appropriate interaction tech-
niques and input devices was long neglected and is an 
open problem. However, much has been done in re-
cent years to mend this situation and some interesting 
work has emerged. 
Kruijff [Kru00a] proposes a categorization of cur-
rently used system control methods influenced by the 
description of non-conventional control techniques by 
McMillan et al. [McM97a]. It distinguishes between 
graphical menus, voice commands, gestural interac-
tion, and tools. The group of graphical menus is fur-
ther divided into hand-oriented menus, converted 2D 
menus, and 3D widgets. Tools can be divided into 
physical and virtual tools. 
In an attempt to overcome some of the drawbacks of 
conventional 2D menus transferred to 3D environ-
ments and to take advantage of proprioceptive "eyes-
off" interaction with the menu, i.e. the person's sense 
of the position of the body and limbs, Bowman and 
Wingrave [Bow01a] presented a new menu system 
called TULIP. It is based on displaying menu items 
on top of each finger and selecting them by pinching 
of fingers, using a Pinch Glove™. 
Grosjean and Coquillart [Gro01a] developed a novel 
quick-access menu system for workbench-like VE 
configurations, called C³ (command and control 
cube). It is a 3D extension of marking menus, taking 
advantage of the three dimensions of the space for the 
selection process. It consists of a 3D grid of small 
cubes with which commands are associated and exe-
cuted by positioning a selection pointer in the corre-
sponding cube, using a tracked input device. It is de-
signed with the intent to allow the possibility of rap-
idly issuing a limited set of commands to the applica-
tion, similar to hotkeys in 2D desktop environments 
equipped with a keyboard. 
To integrate 2D interaction in 3D VEs, Coquillart 
and Wesche [Coq99a], and in a similar approach 
Schmalstieg et al. [Sch99a], proposed the use of 
transparent props for two-handed application control 
in projection-based environments. The virtual palette 
and the PIP (personal interaction panel) consist of a 
physical tracked transparent plate that is held in the 
non-dominant hand and can present 2D menus and 
widgets which are selected by using a tracked pen. 
The physical surface, acting as a constraint, eases the 
task of selection and also takes advantage of prop- 
and body-centered aspects, delivering a kind of pas-
sive-haptic feedback. 
A way of using the proprioceptive sense of the user is 
the use of body-centered menus which were explored 
by Mine et al. [Min97a] and place menu items rela-
tive to the user's body. This technique can signifi-
cantly enhance user performance and even allows for 
"eyes-off" interaction and selection of menu items 
and tools. Body-centered menus do not inherently 
support a hierarchy of menu items and this poses a 
problem since the selection becomes gradually more 
difficult with increasing numbers of menu items. 
In hand-oriented menus, as used in several applica-
tions as a method of system control [Lia94a] 
[Min97b], the menu items are located on a circular 
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object. In order to select an item the user has to rotate 
the hand to align the desired menu item in a selection 
box. The rotation about a single axis, working as a 
constraint, makes these menus fast and accurate. As is 
the case with body-centered menus, hand-oriented 
menus also do not imply a menu hierarchy. 
A thorough description of two-handed direct manipu-
lation on the Responsive Workbench was given by 
Cutler et al. [Cut97a]. It shows how users perform 
certain tasks in a natural way using both hands. Pinch 
Gloves and/or a stylus were used as input devices and 
virtual tools could be selected from a toolbox located 
in front of the user by either clicking on their repre-
sentations with the stylus or by pinching them with 
the gloves. To reduce the number of necessary ex-
plicit tool switches, power tools, controlled by the 
non-dominant hand, and implicit tool transitions were 
implemented. 
The ToolFinger by Wesche [Wes03a] is an interac-
tion technique for VEs that focuses on the problem of 
frequent tool selection during complex direct manipu-
lation of objects and proposes the integration of the 
task of tool selection into the workflow of tool appli-
cation. This is accomplished by subdividing a selec-
tion pointer of a tracked stylus into several sections 
and interpreting an intersection of an object with one 
of those sections of the pointer as a tool selection. 
With each section of the ToolFinger a tool is associ-
ated. As a result of this method, the ToolFinger is 
restrained to interactions which are always related to 
virtual objects. Other interaction modes, e.g. object 
creation or general application control tasks, are not 
possible, making the ToolFinger a special purpose 
technique for direct modification. 
In [Ste03a] Stefani et al. discuss requirements for 
input devices in immersive environments and the 
design of two such input devices is presented. The 
Dragonfly and the Bug are two input devices for the 
dominant and the non-dominant hand, respectively, 
which work in unison. The Dragonfly is a light-
weight, optical tracked, stylus-like pointing device 
with 6 DOF, not featuring any button. The Bug is, in 
essence, a 3 DOF (position only) tracked wireless 
mouse with a jog-dial (or scroll-wheel) and two but-
tons, held in hand like a TV remote control. The 3 
DOF nature of the bug allows the permanent display 
of a context sensitive, graphical menu and the jog-
dial facilitates selection of menu items therein. This 
way control of the menu system is decoupled from 
tracking and instead uses the sole input of the jog-
dial. 
Many interaction techniques described herein are an 
attempt to overcome the problem of too many de-
grees-of-freedom of system control interfaces and 
introduce some sort of constraint in order to ease the 
task of selection in menus. Wheelie takes the same 
approach as the Bug when tackling this problem by 
adding a dedicated one-dimensional discrete input 
stream to the VE, allowing the user to effectively 
perform application control tasks without interrupting 
the current workflow. 
3. DESIGN CONCEPT 
The basic idea of Wheelie is to extend the input pos-
sibilities of a stylus used in many VEs as an input 
device by adding a scroll-wheel as is commonly used 
in computer mice. Thus, a separate input stream is 
available that can, in combination with two buttons, 
be used to navigate a hierarchical system of applica-
tion control functionality (Figure 1). Tool selection 
and navigation in the menu system are mainly con-
trolled by changing between different entries in a set 
of tools or menu entries using the scroll-wheel.  
Several other devices incorporating an additional 
input stream already exist (e.g. the Wanda available 
at http://www.wandavr.com/). But most of them are 
palm held devices that feature a thumb controlled 
joystick. A joystick is neither as appropriate to per-
form one-dimensional discrete selection tasks – by 
virtue of its 2D continuous input stream – as a scroll-
wheel, nor do most devices support the use of the 
extra input stream in conjunction with the other but-
tons. In this regard Wheelie – as a stylus with a 
scroll-wheel operated by the index finger and buttons 
activated by the thumb – offers new ways of interac-
tion previously unavailable. 
Generally speaking, system control is the action in 
which a command is applied to change either the 
mode of interaction or the system state. In order to 
issue the command, the user has to select an item 
from a set and different interaction styles are em-
ployed in order to select the commands. As men-
tioned in the relating work above, these techniques 
Figure 1: The conceptual design of Wheelie. The 
index finger is used to operate the scroll-wheel, 
while the thumb is used to activate two buttons on 
the side of the stylus. 
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can be put into four categories: Graphical menus, 
voice commands, gestural interaction and tools. In the 
course of this work we want to use the following 
slightly customized terminology of system control 
tasks: A mode of interaction of direct manipulation or 
creation of objects is referred to as a tool, resulting in 
tool switches when changing between them. Func-
tions of the application that change the state of the 
system or perform system tasks and should be acces-
sible to the user for execution are called commands. 
If the value of a single variables is subject to explicit 
changes through the user (parameterization), the 
variable is called a parameter and the set of associ-
ated valid values is called the corresponding parame-
ter space. 
As the addition of a scroll-wheel to the computer 
mouse became a huge success and nearly all mice 
manufactured today feature one, it is worth looking 
into the question why it was so widely accepted and 
what it is used for. The scroll-wheel provides an addi-
tional input stream without hindering normal mouse 
interaction. Predominantly, document scrolling is the 
domain of the scroll-wheel but other uses have been 
adopted as well, like picture and document zooming 
or scrolling through and selecting available options in 
input fields. Another noteworthy usage of the scroll-
wheel is in first-person 3D action games where it is 
used to quickly swap between different tools of inter-
action with the environment. It allows the player to 
change tools while constantly moving at the same 
time, which is crucial for success in these games. 
Besides computer mice, the use of tablets is well es-
tablished as an input method for graphical art and 
CAD applications. A currently available input device 
that probably comes closest in form to the new multi-
stream input pen for VE applications proposed in this 
work is the Wacom Intuos Airbrush-stylus 
(http://www.wacom-europe.com/uk/products/intuos/ 
input_airbrush.asp). It is an optionally available sty-
lus for Wacom's Intuos line of pressure sensitive tab-
lets for pen based input and features a finger wheel, 
similar to a scroll-wheel, with 1024 levels of activa-
tion and a side switch. The purpose of the finger 
wheel on this stylus is to provide artists with the pos-
sibility to control ink-flow in graphical applications, 
as is the case with real airbrushes. 
Because of the fact that menu and tool selection is 
essentially a 1 DOF operation and many previous 
menu techniques suffered from difficult-to-learn se-
lection methods due to their 3 DOF nature, a scroll-
wheel should be well suited to this task, as it is natu-
rally constrained to 1 DOF and provides an input 
stream utilizable for navigation in a one-dimensional 
space. Moreover, the input is in fact discrete and sin-
gle "notches" in the wheel provide passive-haptic 
feedback when switching from one position to the 
other, making selection from a set particularly easy. 
By studying the use of scroll-wheels on mice, we 
learned that these sets can be the parameter space of 
an (pseudo-)continuous value (e.g. document posi-
tion, ink-flow, zoom-level) or a discrete set of options 
and tools. We want to use the scroll-wheel on the 
stylus to switch between the following elements ac-
cording to our terminology of system control tasks: 
• Tools and modes can be changed which results in 
tool and mode switches when the scroll-wheel is 
operated. 
• Single commands and parameters can be se-
lected that can be executed or modified there-
upon. If a set only consists of commands and pa-
rameters, navigation between these corresponds 
to navigation in a conventional one-dimensional 
menu. 
• The space for navigation with the scroll-wheel 
can also be the parameter space of a scalar pa-
rameter itself. 
A single set of tools, commands and parameters to 
choose from would only be acceptable for a limited 
number of elements, thus the implementation of the 
user interface should offer some sort of hierarchy and 
organization of tools and menu items using the input 
of two buttons on the pen to move between levels in 
the hierarchy. 
4. IMPLEMENTATION 
4.1. User Interface 
We use two different styles of visual feedback: Tool-
bars and cylindrical menus. 
In toolbars, 3D icons and labels are used to represent 
tools and commands. These icons can also reflect the 
parameterization of the tool, e.g. line size. Captions 
of commands or parameters are represented by bill-
boarded labels. Apart from that, labels are also used 
to clarify the meaning of icons and appear above 
them in case they are needed by showing the name of 
the tool. It is common to both styles that the item 
currently selected – tool or menu entry – is always 
visible in front of the tip of the tracked pen (see Fig-
ure 2 and Figure 3 for representation styles). 
In a toolbar, the 3D icons and labels are positioned 
on an imaginary linear list aligned parallel with and 
running through the entire length of the pen (Figure 
2). Since the scroll-wheel on the pen is also aligned 
this way, turning of the wheel naturally maps to push-
ing away and pulling near elements in this linear list. 
Since the list of icons and labels would interfere with 
the scene, partly be obstructed by the pen, and thus 
distract the user if entirely visible, only the entry 
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currently selected is shown in front of the tip of the 
pen. In order to maintain the sense of spatiality and to 
give the impression that the icons and labels are actu-
ally beaded on a line, icons and labels are sliding in 
and out the tip of the pen – fading in and out while 
they do so – in the direction of the rotation of the 
scroll-wheel. According to [Bed99a] this animated 
transition should also help users to better remember 
positions of tools in the toolbar. If the scroll-wheel is 
rotated by several notches in a short time and many 
entries in the list have to be skipped, the speed of the 
animation of the icons and labels sliding in or out at 
the tip of the pen is accelerated to allow for faster 
navigation [Hin02a]. 
A cylindrical menu is used for sets of application 
control tasks that are made up entirely of commands 
and parameters. In 2D desktop environments these 
are usually implemented as pull-down menus. As the 
turning of a scroll-wheel naturally maps to rolling of 
a horizontal cylinder, the use of a cylindrical rota-
tional menu instead of a list on a plane is strongly 
suggested (Figure 3). The advantage of this represen-
tation over our toolbar style representation obviously 
is the visibility of several entries at once. This eases 
the process of identifying and targeting the desired 
item and significantly speeds up navigation. As the 
user turns the scroll-wheel the menu will rotate to 
bring the next or previous entry to the tip of the pen. 
As is the case with the animation of the toolbar fast 
scrolling of the wheel results in faster rotation of the 
menu. In addition to the rotation of the menu, the 
selected item will also get highlighted to be recog-
nized at a glance. As the menu is shaped like a cylin-
der it always has the same size, regardless of the 
number of entries, which avoids cluttering of the 
workspace. As with labels, the cylindrical menu is 
view dependent and will always face the user. This 
ensures its readability, no matter how the pen is ori-
ented. 
As mentioned above, due to the large number of 
tools, application commands and parameters in even 
moderate complex applications, some sort of group-
ing and hierarchy is necessary. Two buttons on the 
pen – one being the main button every stylus features, 
the other being a supplementary button – are used to 
navigate between toolbars and menus and submenus 
of arbitrary depth, respectively. In order to conserve 
the reference of a submenu, its parent stays visible in 
its current state at one side of the submenu, much like 
in conventional 2D pull-down menus (Figure 4). 
4.2. Control 
The two buttons of the Wheelie are not only used for 
navigating the menu and tool hierarchy, but also for 
activation of items and direct manipulation: 
• Primary (activation) button: If the item currently 
selected in the system control hierarchy is a sin-
gle tool, the primary button is used to apply the 
tool while being pressed. If a command is se-
lected, it is executed when the primary button is 
activated. If the selected item is a parameter, it 
can be adjusted by scrolling through the parame-
ter-space with the scroll-wheel while the primary 
button is pressed. Should the entry currently se-
lected contain a subset of tools or a submenu, ac-
tivation of the primary button effectuates a 
Figure 2: Toolbar representation of the user inter-
face. Only the icon of the selected tool is actually 
displayed – semi-transparent icons in the illustration 
are added for the sake of clarity. 
Figure 3: The graphical cylindrical menu represen-
tation of the user interface. 
Figure 4: Example of a graphical cylindrical menu 
showing the root menu with two cascaded sub-
menus. Menu items containing a submenu are indi-
cated by the '>' character. 
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change to the subset and descends in the menu 
hierarchy. 
• Secondary (escape) button: The supplementary 
button on the pen is used to ascend one level in 
the hierarchy structure. 
• Scroll-wheel: The scroll-wheel is mainly used to 
browse through the current set of available tools, 
commands and parameters, or to select an item 
from the graphical menu. As mentioned above, in 
combination with the primary button it allows 
parameterization of the current tool or menu 
item. For instance, the diameter of the cross-
section of an extrusion tool, transparency or the 
"ink-flow" of a spraying tool can be changed 
during direct manipulation activities. 
4.3. Hardware Setup 
In order to build a prototype Wheelie stylus we used 
a commercially available marker and the electronic 
parts and the scroll-wheel of an old mouse. As it 
turned out, the housing of a marker is very well suited 
for our purpose, since it provides enough space for 
the integration of a scroll-wheel in the narrow part of 
the grip as well as two buttons on the flat side of it. 
The scroll-wheel is installed in a position that, when 
the pen is held as if for writing, allows comfortable 
operation with the tip of the index finger. In the place 
where the thumb is resting against the flat part of the 
pen, two buttons are mounted in a row insofar as the 
thumb does not have to be moved to reach either one 
of them. This configuration resembles the handling of 
a mouse with two extra buttons on its side, used for 
document history navigation in internet browsers or 
the like. Since it is crucial for the user interface to 
deliver a smooth navigation experience, it is impor-
tant that both buttons can be operated easily. Since 
push buttons are often awkward to activate if not 
pressed directly from above, we decided to use but-
tons that tilt forward (front button) and backwards 
(back button). This significantly enhances button con-
trol with the thumb. The button closer to the tip of the 
pen functions as the primary activation button 
whereas the rear button acts as the secondary escape 
button. Unlike the scroll-wheels on a mouse, the 
wheel on our prototype pen does not feature the addi-
tional function as a button. Although this would yield 
an extra degree of freedom, the force needed to acti-
vate it with the index finger is uncomfortable since 
the pen is held in hand and does not reside on a flat 
surface that provides resistance to this force in oppo-
site direction. This is especially true since the force to 
activate a button click on the scroll-wheel must be 
higher than on ordinary buttons to avoid involuntary 
activation while operating the scroll-wheel. 
The test environment consisted of a Barco Baron™ 
virtual table, an ART optical tracker system and a PC 
with a GeForce graphics card. 
5. EVALUATION 
To see how Wheelie performs in practice and to in-
formally observe users while interacting in a complex 
application with it, we developed a test application 
allowing the user to select from a variety of tools, 
commands, and parameters. The test application, im-
plemented in the Studierstube framework [Sch02a], 
resembles a desktop graphic application in which the 
user can spray objects, create extrusions from cross-
sections and draw lines. Additionally, common edit-
ing tasks such as selecting, moving, scaling, painting 
and deleting of object parts are available as tools. 
The graphical menu offers commands to erase, save 
and load created scenes, as well as options and pa-
rameters to customize the user interface.  
The concept of scrolling through a list of available 
tools with the pen was well received and the testers 
did not voice problems with the overall handling and 
Figure 6: With the move tool objects not only can be 
moved but also scaled by using the scroll-wheel 
while the primary key is pressed. 
Figure 5: Spraying in the scene with a spray can 
shaped tool. The icon also reflects the aperture angle 
of the tool. 
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navigation of the interface (Figure 5 and Figure 6).  
The use of the scroll-wheel during the application of 
the tool, e.g. the change of the aperture angle of a 
spray can while spraying, was less obvious, but im-
mediately adopted by the users when demonstrated. 
This, however, revealed another issue: Users often 
desired to adjust the parameter before actually apply-
ing the tool. While this does not pose a problem if the 
tool is only interacting with objects in the scene, it 
was a nuisance when the tool was actually adding 
new content. Besides, it is disputable which parame-
ter of a tool should be subject to change in the course 
of a workflow. Another issue worth mentioning 
emerged from using our interface in combination with 
a virtual palette: Widgets on the palette must be oper-
ated with a simple pointing tool, having no function 
of its own. Since this would make recurrent switches 
between the pointer and actual tools necessary, it is 
solved by simply deactivating the function of a tool 
when interacting with a widget. 
An interesting aspect was noted when we observed 
control of the graphical cylindrical menu system with 
the Wheelie: Although the cylindrical shape of the 
menu strongly suggests that its affordance is to be 
rotated using the scroll-wheel in the same direction, 
many users thought of it to work as moving the high-
lighted selected item with the scroll-wheel as opposed 
to turning the menu cylinder so that the desired entry 
gets aligned with the tip of the pen. We think this is 
mainly induced by the visual feedback that highlights 
the selected item and the notion of graphical menus to 
be static, gathered from experience during extensive 
use of 2D desktop menu systems. Tests with less ex-
perienced users should be made to investigate this 
theory. Nevertheless, we added the option of invert-
ing the scroll-direction in the menu representation of 
the interface (Figure 7). 
Another point mentioned by our testers was that the 
smooth animation (i.e. rotation) of the cylindrical 
menu is dispensable. While the animation helps in the 
toolbar representation as only one item is visible at a 
time, the cylindrical menu provides an overview of 
surrounding entries and transitions need not be ani-
mated. On this account we implemented an “expert 
mode” (in both representations) that performs instan-
taneous jumps when operating the scroll-wheel. The 
default configuration was changed to smooth transi-
tion in the toolbar representation and instantaneous 
transition in the graphical cylindrical menu.  
On the hardware side, a wireless device is preferable 
to our wired prototype of the Wheelie. Therefore 
future versions should only be made on a wireless 
(e.g. Bluetooth) basis to further ease the handling of 
the Wheelie. 
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
WORK 
Wheelie, a scroll-wheel enhanced tracked stylus for 
VEs presented in this paper, is an input-device that 
provides application and user interface designers with 
a separate one-dimensional discrete input stream ap-
plicable to various system control techniques for 
complex VE applications. The user interface and 
menu system proposed in this work allow the user to 
quickly change between different tools, execute 
commands and perform parameter manipulation with 
the tips of his fingers of just a single hand. It takes 
advantage of the fact that the input of the scroll-wheel 
is constrained to 1 DOF, which makes it perfectly 
tailored to the task of menu selection and tool switch-
ing, and certainly better than continuous input 
streams like a joystick for these purposes. 
When compared to other 3D system control tech-
niques, the Wheelie exhibits true general purpose 
properties: 
Although more extensive experimental evaluation 
will have to be performed, switching between single 
different tools for direct manipulation is not as fast as 
ultimately possible with the ToolFinger approach 
which, on the other hand, is a special purpose tech-
nique limited to a single set of available tools. A per-
fect combination would be the use of entire ToolF-
ingers as entries on the toolbar representation to 
choose from with the scroll-wheel. 
The C³, designed as a quick-access menu, provides a 
faster way of activating commands but is also limited 
to a single set. The Wheelie menu system offers a 
familiar 2D-like representation of a hierarchical 
graphical menu, providing a virtually limitless space 
for commands while at the same time sustaining its 
size, not occluding much of the valuable visible 
Figure 7: The graphical menu in action. Rotation 
direction of the menu when scrolling through entries 
can be set to user’s preference. 
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space. Other interaction techniques can still be used 
alongside Wheelie since Wheelie only extends the 
input capabilities of a stylus. 
Quantitative analyses which compare Wheelie to 
other types of similar system control techniques will 
have to be made in order to get proper information on 
how Wheelie performs against them. Nevertheless, 
we can confidently assume that a scroll-wheel imple-
ments a useful addition to the conventional 3D stylus 
without cluttering the interface or complicating tradi-
tional stylus interaction. 
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